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Abstract
We analyzed low-background data from the CRESST-II experiment with a
total net exposure of 730 kg days to extract limits on double electron capture
processes. We established new limits for 40Ca with > ´nT 9.9 101 2

2 2K 21 y and
> ´nT 1.4 101 2

0 2EC 22 y and for 180W with > ´nT 3.1 101 2
2 2K 19 y and

> ´nT 9.4 101 2
0 2EC 18 y at 90% CL. Depending on the process, these values

improve the currently best limits by a factor of –~1.4 30.

Keywords: double electron capture, calcium tungstate, scintillating bolometer,
Ca-40, W-180

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Double electron capture (2EC) is a rare nuclear decay where a nucleus ( )A Z, captures two
electrons from the inner atomic shells thereby lowering its charge by two units transforming
into ( )**-A Z, 2 . The two stars denote the excitation of the atomic shell due to the electron
vacancies and a possible excitation of the nucleus. In principle, there are two modes for the
decay, two neutrino double electron capture (2ν2EC) as shown in (1) and zero neutrino
double electron capture (0ν2EC) presented in (2):

( ) ( ) ( )** n+  - +-A Z e A Z, 2 , 2 2 , 1e

( ) ( ) ( )**+  --A Z e A Z, 2 , 2 . 2

So far 2ν2EC has only been observed for 130Ba in geochemical experiments [1, 2]. In
addition, there is a s2.5 evidence for the process in 78Kr from a low-background proportional
counter [3]. Process (2) is forbidden in the Standard Model of particle physics, as it violates
the lepton number conservation by two units. Similar to neutrinoless double beta decay
(0ν2β), the observation of 0ν2EC would prove the Majorana character of the neutrino [4].
Limits on 0ν2EC or 0ν2β can be used to constrain the effective neutrino mass bbm and
investigate the neutrino mass hierarchy. The experimental search for lepton number violating
processes is mainly focused on 0ν2β where the predicted half-life is more favorable because
of phase space arguments. In general, the initial and final states in (2) will have different
masses. Therefore, energy conservation requires an additional photon to be emitted which
leads to very large predicted half-lives. However, in case of a mass degeneracy between the
initial and final state there is a resonant enhancement of the decay rate. This can make the
process competitive to searches for 0ν2β [4, 5]. In the recent past resonantly enhanced 0ν2EC
has been the topic of many theoretical [5–9] and experimental [10–15] studies.

In this paper, we derive experimental limits on the half-lives of 2ν2EC and 0ν2EC
processes for 40Ca and 180W. The latter is one of the best candidates to observe resonant
0ν2EC [5, 16]. A summary of the processes studied in this work is shown in table 1. For the
2ν2EC transition to the ground state the atom de-excites via the emission of x-rays and/or
Auger electrons, and the observable energy equals the sum of the binding energies of the
captured electrons. Because K electrons are closest to the nucleus, the most probable process
is double K-capture13 (2ν2K), hence the observed energy equals 2EK. For 0ν2EC the total

13 Using the code CAPTURAT [17], the probability of 2K (2L) capture can be estimated as 0.85 (0.01) for 40Ca and
0.40 (0.14) for 180W.
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Table 1. Double electron capture processes studied in this work. The last two columns show respectively the currently best experimental limits on
the half-life along with theoretical predictions.

Observable

Isotope Abundance (%) Process Energy (keV) T1 2
exp (y) (90% CL) T 1/2

th (y)

40Ca 96.94(16) [18] 0ν2EC 193.51(2) [19] > ´3.0 1021 [20] -
2ν2K 6.4 [21] > ´7.3 1021 [20] a ´1.2 1033 [22]

180W 0.12(1) [18] 0ν2EC 143.27(20) [23] > ´1.3 1018 [13] ( )- ´1.3 1.8 1031 [6]b

2ν2K 130.7 [21] > ´1.0 1018 [13] ~ ´2.5 1028 [24]

a
The limit in [20] is given for 2ν2EC assuming a probability of 0.81 for double K-capture.

b The predicted half-life in [6] is calculated for =bbm 50 meV.
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observable energy is always given by the Q-value of the decay. Table 1 also summarizes the
currently best experimental limits on the half-life along with some theoretical predictions.

2. Experiment and data analysis

CRESST-II (Cryogenic Rare Event Search with Superconducting Thermometers) [25] aims at
the direct detection of dark matter. The detector consists of scintillating bolometers based on
CaWO4 crystals. A detailed description of the setup can be found elsewhere [26]. Between
2009 and 2011, a total net exposure of 730 kg days has been collected with eight detector
modules. The data were previously analyzed for a possible WIMP signal in the form of low-
energy nuclear recoils [27]. Here we use these data to derive limits on the 2EC of 40Ca
and 180W.

Basic data quality cuts were applied to the data set as described in [27]. In addition, only
single-scatter events, i.e. events with no coincident signal in any other detector module or the
muon veto were accepted. The energy range extends from the trigger threshold (around
4 keV) to 300 keV. The latter was set as an upper limit for the WIMP analysis where signal
events are only expected below 40 keV.

The energy calibration of the detectors was performed with 122 keV γ-rays from a 57Co
calibration source. The calibration was extended to lower energies with the help of heater
pulses which were injected to the detector [26]. After this calibration some deviations in the
position of known γ-lines in the background spectra were found at energies 150 keV.
Therefore, the spectra were re-calibrated by fitting the position of these γ-lines with a second
order polynomial function. After re-calibration, deviations of the observed γ-lines from the
literature values [28] were 0.5 keV.

Figure 1(a) shows a typical spectrum of a single detector module. The γ-lines are due to
external radioactivity from 212Pb (238.6 keV [28]), 226Ra (186.2 keV [28]) and 210Pb
(46.5 keV [28]). In the low energy region (see figure 1(b)) weak lines from Cu fluorescence
(8.0 keV [28]) and the L-capture of 179Ta (11.3 keV [21]) are visible. The latter stems from
cosmogenic activation of the CaWO4 crystals [29]. In addition, a so far unidentified line at
∼13 keV can be seen.

Figure 1. Background spectrum of the detector Ch47. The visible γ-lines originate from
external radioactivity and cosmogenic activation. Panel (b) shows a zoom to the low-
energy region.
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The energy resolution of each detector was modeled individually by the following
equation:

( ) ( )s s s s= + +E E E , 30
2

1
2

2
2 2

where s0 represents energy-independent contributions which influence the baseline noise, the
s1 term reflects Poisson-like contributions and s2 stands for higher-order contributions (e.g.
position dependence). Here the parameter s0 is derived from the resolution of the lowest
injected heater pulses. The other parameters are obtained by fitting (3) to the resolution of all
γ-lines in the background spectra. Typically the 1-σ energy resolution at 122 keV is 0.52 keV.

For all studied processes, there is a high probability that the released x-rays (Auger
electrons) and/or γ-rays (conversion electrons) will be fully absorbed inside the detectors,
hence the expected signal is a peak at the energy given in table 1. The detection efficiency ò
for all processes was obtained by a Geant4 [30] simulation which simulates the energy
deposition in a cylindrical 300 g CaWO4 crystal of 40 mm height and 40 mm diameter. The
initial kinematics of events were taken from the DECAY0 event generator [31]. Table 2
summarizes the results of the efficiency simulation. A Bayesian approach was chosen for the
analysis using the Bayesian Analysis Toolkit [32]. The spectra were fitted with a ‘signal
+background’ model M in an energy range s5 around the expected signal peak. Signal and
background were modeled with a Gauss function and a constant term, respectively:

( )
( )h

ps
=

G
+

-
m

s

-

M
N t

M
c

2
e . 4A

CaWO sig
bkg

x

4

sig
2

2 sig
2

Here Γ is the decay rate, ò is the detection efficiency for the full energy peak, NA is the
Avogadro number, η is the natural abundance of the isotope, t is the exposure (in kg days) and
mCaWO4

is the molar mass of CaWO4. In three detectors (Ch29, Ch33 and Ch43), due to their
worse resolution, the 186.2 keV peak from 226Ra lies in the s5 fit range of the peak from
0ν2EC of 40Ca expected at 193.6 keV. In these cases, another Gauss function was included in
the model to account for the 186.2 keV peak:

( )
( ) ( )h

ps ps
=

G
+ +n

- -
m

s

m

s

- -

M
N t

M
c

a

2
e

2
e . 50 2EC, Ca

Ch29,Ch33,Ch43 A

CaWO sig
bkg

bkg

bkg

x x

40

4

sig
2

2 sig
2

bkg
2

2 bkg
2

For three detectors (Ch05, Ch29 and Ch43) the background in the low-energy region around
the expected peak of 2ν2K of 40Ca at 6.4 keV is not well described by a simple constant, i.e.
the fit returns a very small p-value numerically compatible with zero. In these cases a more
conservative approach was chosen to calculate an upper limit on the half-life. The spectrum
was fitted in the energy range s1 around the expected signal using only a Gaussian for the

Table 2. Detection efficiency  for the full energy absorption peak obtained from a
Geant4 simulation. The quoted uncertainties are purely statistical.

Isotope Process Detection efficiency ò

40Ca 0ν2EC 0.877±0.001
2ν2K 1.0±0.001

180W 0ν2EC 0.938±0.001
2ν2K 0.938±0.001
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signal without making any assumptions on the background:

( )
( )h

ps
=

G
n

-
m

s

-

M
N t

M 2
e . 62 2K, Ca

Ch05,Ch29,Ch43 A

CaWO sig

x

40

4

sig
2

2 sig
2

The best fit values for the parameters

l were obtained by maximizing the total posterior

probability distribution function (pdf):

( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( )
( ∣ ) ( )

( )
    

   
ò

l
l l
l l l

=P D
P D P

P D P d
, 70

0

where

l are the model parameters and


D are the data. The likelihood ( ∣ )

 
lP D is calculated

assuming Poissonian uncertainties on the expectation value in each bin. ( )

lP0 are the prior

probabilities of the parameters. Uniform priors were used for the decay rate Γ, the number of
background counts abkg and the constant cbkg. To include systematic uncertainties of the peak
positions, energy resolution and natural abundances, Gaussian priors were chosen for the
parameters msig, mbkg, ssig, sbkg and η. For the means of the signal and background peaks, msig
and mbkg, the prior was chosen according to the uncertainty of the energy calibration which
was derived from the confidence band of the fit function to the energy calibration. For the
parameter msig also the uncertainty of the Q-value of the 0ν2EC process (see table 1) was
included. In the case of 2ν2K the additional uncertainties of the electron binding energies are
negligible. The priors of the standard deviations ssig and sbkg were determined from the fit

Figure 2. Best fit of the signal+background model M to the spectrum of detector Ch47.
The hatched area indicates the 68% uncertainty band.
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function and corresponding confidence band of the energy resolution. For the natural
abundance η we took the uncertainty as listed in table 1. All parameters in (4)–(6) were
constrained to physically allowed positive values.

The analysis was carried out individually for each detector module. In addition, a
combined fit to several detectors was performed. In the fit model the decay rate Γ was a
common parameter to all detectors. To obtain the posterior pdf of the combined fit the
likelihoods were multiplied for all N detector modules:

( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( )
( ∣ ) ( )

( )
    

   
ò

l
l l

l l l
=P D

P D P

P D P d
, 8tot tot

tot tot 0 tot

tot tot 0 tot tot

( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( )
   

l l=
=

P D P D . 9
i

N

itot tot
1

tot

The estimated experimental sensitivity of all detectors is ∼1021 y and ∼1018 y for the half-
lives of 40Ca and 180W, respectively. These values are several orders of magnitude lower than
the theoretical predictions of the half-lives (see table 1) leaving no chance for the possible
observation of a signal. Lower limits on the half-lives were calculated from the posterior pdf
of the decay rate Γ:

( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ∣ ( )
 

ò l lG = l ¹GP D P D d . 10
i

The 90% CL upper limit Glim on the decay rate was calculated by:

( ∣ ) ( )ò= G G
G

P D0.9 d . 11
0

lim

The limit on the half-life T1 2 was then calculated according to the following equation:

( ) ( )>
G

T
ln 2

. 121 2
lim

Table 3. Extracted limits on the half-life T1 2 for 2EC of 40Ca. The values in brackets
show the p-value of the corresponding fit. The analysis was performed individually for
all detector modules and for a combination of several detectors. For details see text.

90% CL limit on T1 2 (1021 y)
Detector 2ν2K 0ν2EC

Ch05 0.38 (0.024) 4.59 (0.623)
Ch20 1.76 (0.830) 2.79 (0.611)
Ch29 0.27 (0.324) 3.40 (0.150)
Ch33 3.40 (0.466) 4.55 (0.978)
Ch43 0.10 (0.001) 3.20 (0.984)
Ch45 5.19 (0.242) 5.14 (0.861)
Ch47 9.92 (0.919) 3.54 (0.905)
Ch51 0.71 (0.714) 5.63 (0.780)

Combined fit 7.96 (0.022) 14.0 (0.930)
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3. Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the best fit of all studied processes for a single detector module. The results of
all detectors are summarized in tables 3 and 4. The goodness-of-fit was evaluated by cal-
culating the p-value as described in [33] and is shown in brackets in tables 3 and 4. In most
cases the p-value ranges between 0.5–0.9 showing that the data are well described by the fit
model. In the combined fit for 2ν2K of 40Ca we excluded the detector modules Ch05, Ch29
and Ch43 where, as explained above, the background is not well modeled by a constant. For
2ν2K of 40Ca the strongest limit on the half-life is> ´9.92 1021 y. This value improves the
currently best limit only marginally. In case of 0ν2EC of 40Ca the new half-life limit
> ´1.40 1022 y improves the currently best limit by a factor of ∼5. For 2ν2K of 180W the
new limit> ´3.13 1019 y is leading to a large improvement by a factor of ∼30. The half-life
limit > ´9.39 1018 y for 0ν2EC of 180W improves the previous limit by a factor of ∼7.

4. Summary and conclusion

Using low-background data from the CRESST-II experiment we have extracted new limits on
the half-life of 2ν2K and 0ν2EC for 40Ca and 180W. Depending on the process, the new
values improve the currently best limits by a factor of –~1.4 30. Although the limits are still
far from theoretical predictions this result highlights the feasibility to study double beta
processes with CRESST-II detectors. Further improvement on the half-life limits can be
expected from the data taken with new CRESST detectors with improved radiopurity [29, 34].
In addition, an analysis of the high energy region to study the double beta decays of 46Ca,
48Ca and 186W is planned.
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